Dysphonia detected by pattern recognition of spectral composition.
The vowel [a:] in a test word, judged normal or dysphonic, was examined with the Self-Organizing Map; the artificial neural network algorithm of Kohonen. The algorithm produces two-dimensional representations (maps) of speech. Input to the acoustic maps consisted of 15-component spectral vectors calculated at 9.83-msec intervals from short-time power spectra. The male and female maps were first calculated from the speech of healthy subjects and then the [a:] samples (15 successive spectral vectors) were examined on the maps. The dysphonic voices deviated from the norm both in the composition of the short-time power spectra (characterized by the dislocation of the trajectory pattern on the map) and in the stability of the spectrum during the performance (characterized by the pattern of the trajectory on the map). Rough voices were distinguished from breathy ones by their patterns on the map. With the limited speech material, an index for the degree of pathology could not be determined. A self-organized acoustic map provides an on-line visual representation of voice and speech in an easily understandable form. The method is thus suitable not only for diagnostic but also for educational and therapeutic purposes.